
Dear Colleague, 

The ABA Water Resources Committee Website Team began a project last year in which it has been 

publishing on the committee website summaries of Water Law court decisions of importance or ones 

that develop doctrine in a particular jurisdiction. The summaries have ranged in length from 250 to 750 

words (although some have been longer), with citations being part of the text to simplify the formatting 

for website posting. Examples can be found on the Committee’s website: 

http://apps.americanbar.org/dch/committee.cfm?com=NR251200. I am also attaching a copy of the 

case summary in case you encounter difficulty accessing that link. The authors of those case summaries 

have been predominantly a mix of young lawyers and law students having an interest in Water Law. 

Especially for law students, the publication opportunity is a valuable credential, particularly for those 

students wishing to pursue a career in the water or natural resources fields. Pedagogically, the writing 

opportunity is highly valuable and one that at times can be difficult to provide. 

The principal purpose of this letter is to seek your assistance in publicizing this opportunity to your 

students, both current and recently graduated, who might be interested in writing case summaries for 

publication on the ABA Water Resources Committee website. The summaries, after initial preparation, 

are edited before publication. In addition to offering the writing opportunity, another goal is to develop 

a pool of young lawyer editors who have previously been summary authors. Those editors are “backed-

up” by members of the Committee Website Team, for a last going over before publication. A secondary 

goal of this letter is to seek your assistance in identifying young lawyers who may wish to serve as 

editors as well as writers. Along those same lines, the Website Team would be pleased to have any law 

professors who are so inclined to serve as the backup editors. Finally, the Website Team always 

welcomes suggestions for new Water Law cases that are ones to be summarized. 

If you would like to assist the ABA Water Resources Committee with this ongoing project, there is very 

little that you need do. The first and most important step is to announce the opportunity to your classes 

and others whom you think would be interested. At some point in the future, there may be a portal on 

the Committee website to which prospective writers and editors can respond, but until then you can 

simply have those who are interested e-mail me, robert.abrams@famu.edu, and I will be sure that the 

Website Team contacts them with the particulars. You may also have interested individuals contact the 

project’s leaders, Sorell Negro at snegro@rc.com or David Johnson at djohnson@cap-az.com.  The 

Website Team will handle the task of matching writers and editors with cases. In the event that you 

would like to take a more active role in this effort than that of publicist, please let any one of the three 

of us know. 

With best regards, 

Bo Abrams 

Professor of Law, Florida A & M University College of Law 

407.254.4001 (I will be out of the office until classes resume 8/11/14) 
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